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Dear Dr. Morris: 4
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MONTICELLO NJCLEAR GENERATING PLANT

Docket No. 50-263 License No. DPR-22

Safety / Relief Valve Settings Exceeding 1080 PSIG

A condition occurred at the Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant which is
reportable to your office in accordance with the provisions of Appendix A,
Technical Specifications, of the Provisional Operating License DPR-22. The
occurrence was classified as an Abnormal Occurrence as defined in Section I. A.1
of the Technical Specifications and requires reporting in accordance with
Section 6.6.B.3 of the Specifications. The Region t il Compliance Of fice
has been notified in accordance with the requirements of Section 6.6. A of the
Technical Specifications.

Summarv Description of the Occurrence

Analysis of reactor pressure data recorded during the " Loss-of-Offsite-Power"
test performed on A ril 22, 1971, indicated that the initiation setpointsp
of the four reactor coolant system safety / relief valves might be above the
Technical Specification limit of 1080 psig. Calibration checks were
formed on the pressure instrumentation and the settings of the safety /per-
relief valves were tested under cold conditions, using nitrogen pressure.
These checks and tests indicated that the settings of three valves were
above 1095 psig. The other valve was set at about 1080 psig.

All four valves were adjusted to initiate at less than 1080 psig.

De+ ailed Description and Analvsis

|
As part of the startup test program, a " Loss-of-Offsite-Power" test was j
performed at 25% of rated power. This test, as expected, resulted in a l

reactor pressure transient. The wide range pressure recorder in the control
room indicated that reactor pressure had increased to 1087 psig within
approximately 24 seconds following the test initiation. At this time |

safety / relief valve RV-2-71A opened, as indicated by a drop in pressure,
a sharp increase in RV-2-71 A discharge temperature and indication from
an accelerometer mounted on the valve. Pressure was reduced to 1042 psig
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'd' 'within 8'secords and the valve closed. Duringthenext3{minutesthe
pressure 1 increased slowly. to a peak value of 1100 psig, as indicated

. by the.wi de < range . recorder. The Disturbance Log, printed by the plant
computer, .showed a peak pressure of 1104 psig at this time. Then RV-2-71 A
opened a secord time. Pressure was reduced to' 1048 psig within 8 seconds.
Pressure then slowly increased to a peak of 1067 psig followed.by a steady
decrease.

I

The indicatior. that the seco$d initiation had o-ecurred at a pressure '

13 psi above the first. initiation was puzzling. Also, since none of
the remaining valves;had opened, it seemed that' the settings of the
remaining ' valves were even higher.

The first initiation at.1087 psig would not have been considered unusual
| by itself. TFe ASME code recpires a setpoint tolerance of one percent.

This means the valves could initiate as much as 11 psig above ' the nominal 1080'

psig setting. Also, considering the various accuracy tolerances associated
~

with the pressure instrume.ntation, the recorded pressure could be in
error by_ up te 19 psig. Additional errors can occur due to recorder
chart variatiens. Similarly, the computer Disturbance Log could.be <

in error by~ up to 16.5 psig. Even considering all of these' possiblei

| errors, it appeared that at least three valves were set substantially above
1080 psig. Ft.rther investigation was therefore considered necessary.

A calibration check of the recorder _ and the computer point was performed.
At 1100 psig the recorder error was found to be + 5 psi and the computer
error was fourd to be + 9 psi. Based on this calibration it appeared
that the' first initiation of RV-2-71 A occurred at 1082 psig and the second

j initiation at .1095 psig.

The four safety / relief valves' were inspected under the direction of the
manufacturer's representative and the opening pressures of the first stage
pilot valves were tested under ambient temperature conditions using nitrogen
pressure. These tests and inspections showed the following:

RV-2-71A: The setting was essentially correct.

RV-2-718: The setting of the setpoint adjustment nut was found
to be correct. However, an improper length dowel pin
was found to have compressed the setpoint adjusting
spring beyond the proper setting when the bonnet
cap which covers the adjustment nut was bolted in

. place. This caused the actual initiation pressure to be
at least 1110 psig.

RV-2-710: The setting was found to be approximately 1100 psig.

| RV-2-71 D: A slight leak in the firci stage pilot valve made it

special test ecpipment.y determine the setpoint without
impossible to accuratelI

However, it can be inferred
that the setting was probably greater than 1095 psig.
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The observed 13 psi increase in .setpoint for the.second initiation- of RV-2-71 A
is attributed tc the effect of temperature on the valve actuating system. When

a valve is initiated, flow through the upper portions of the valve mechanism
apparently results in sufficient additional heating.to affeet.a temporary
setpoint increase. The manufacturers representative stated that an
approximately is increase in setpoint would be expected as the valve is -
healed to normal operating temperature. This is _ confirmed by the results
o_f the ambient temper'ature tests which showed the RV-2-71 A opening, point.
to be 1070 psig with nitrogen, whereas it had. initially opened during the
loss of power test at about 1082 psig.

Correcti ve ' Ac+ iens

The first stage pilot in RV-2-71D was repaired; the dowel pin in RV-2-71B
was shortened to proper length; and all four valves were ' adjusted, at
ambient temperature, to initiate at less than the equivalent of 1080
psig at normal operating temperature.

Conclus i ons

The manufacturers certification of pressure setting had been obtained for
all four valves prior to initial plant operation. However, only one of the
four valves was found to be properly set. Two valves were apparently not
properly adjusted and one valve was affected by an improper length dowel pin.

There is reasorable confidence that the valves are presently set properly.
The test gauge used to adjust the valve settings was compared with an
accurate dead weight test set before and after making the adjustments.

During the remainder-of the startup test program particular effort will be
made to monitor the safety / relief valve performance during transient tests.

Yours .very truly,

(*~ {'') p-S%o<~.
P.E.

R.0. Duncanson, Jr. , Plants-Mechanical ,

Gen. Supt. of Power
Chairman Monticello Safety Audit Committee .
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